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Finite element method is widely used in structural analysis. Free vibration 
analysis, an important component of structural analysis, can be classified as typical 
eigenvalue problems: for example, 1D wave equation can describe 1D rod free 
vibration and the eigenvalues of 1D wave equation are the rod vibration frequencies; 
2D wave equation represents the vibration of membrane, its eigenvalues denote the 
frequencies of membrane vibration. Moreover, the propagation of acoustic pressure in 
space can be modeled by the 3D wave equation and the corresponding eigenvalues 
imply the variation frequencies of acoustic pressure. In the finite element analysis of 
eigenvalue problems, the mass matrix directly affects the solution accuracy. Thus, 
how to formulate new mass matrices with frequency superconvergence is an 
important topic. However, the current higher order mass matrices with frequency 
superconvergence are mainly limited to 1D and 2D cases with low order elements. 
Meanwhile, the current 2D higher order mass matrices exhibit wave propagation 
direction dependence and can not produce superconvergent solutions for arbitrary 
frequencies. Furthermore, there still lack a unified method to construct higher order 
mass matrices, even in 1D case.  
This thesis presents a unified formulation for superconvergent finite element 
eigenvalue computation of wave equations, which is applicable to arbitrary order 
elements and multidimensional cases. Firstly, a higher order mass matrix formulation 
is proposed with respect to arbitrary order Labatto elements. This approach is based 
upon a new mass matrix template, i.e, the a  mass matrix and the higher order mass 
matrices can be obtained by optimizing the parameter a . Compared with the 
conventional consistent and lumped mass matrices, the higher order mass matrices 
upgrade the frequency convergence order by 2. Subsequently, a quadrature based 2D 
superconvergent formulation is presented for the membrane vibration analysis. This 
formulation enables superconvergent computation of arbitrary frequencies with two 
orders of extra accuracy, regardless of wave propagation directions. The quadrature 
points are derived from the 1D higher order mass matrices. It turns out that the 
proposed approach completely eliminates the wave propagation direction dependence 















algorithm to 3D formulation is trivial through the tensor-product construction of 
quadrature points. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is systematically 
demonstrated via theoretical proof as well as computational experiments. 
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了研究，发现将单元内部节点置于 5 / 5 时，其集中质量矩阵计算所得自振频
率具有较优收敛率，可达到与一致质量矩阵收敛阶次相同的 6 阶，该单元实质为
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